
Heart Of Darkness

In the world of Big Money competitions which had come to characterize the 
“discretionary” financing of a modern-day public education, an honest dedication for fixing 
frustrated schools – an action which would have necessitated not only a real-world understanding 
of, but a subsequent reaction to, the growing inventory of economic, racial and cultural inequities 
which much more directly affected student lives – turned out to be a far from easily achieved 
goal.

In fact, along the way?
A sneaky little truth, one which had become irritatingly lodged beneath the shimmering 

glitz of a nationally implemented accountability; an annoying little truth which had become 
cleverly veiled behind the razzle-dazzle of an innovatively generated publicity; a nagging, 
clinging little truth?  Had started to suggest that low-income school reform mandates as they 
existed under the structures of NCLB and an additionally mandated Race To The Top simply 
never could address, and therefore honestly fix, the various multi-pronged social realities which 
much more grievously affected a low-income student existence (and, consequently, all of those 
assertively generated test scores).

If?  
Well, if, once this little truth had been unveiled, school reformers had been forced to dig a 

little deeper: deeply enough to ascertain the true-life solutions required for tackling the many 
oppressive social issues which much more grievously confounded an academic achievement 
inside poor, inner-city, culturally-different schools?

Well, these very same “compassionately” led reformers:
Would no longer have had reason to keep up their incessant string of short-term and 

invasively superficial – but, oh my, so-well-funded – reforms.  
Fortunately, early on?
Well, early on, in years bent to the initial execution of a no-excuses liability, it had 

become immediately obvious that – well, huh: It was the reforms themselves, and not the actual 
fixing, which got the money.  Confoundingly, however, you really had to stay on the ball and 
ahead of the game if you wanted to keep a portion of that ever-shifting Big Money funding 
flowing your way.  

Massive reforms which had garnered a top billing one year? 
Were often, suddenly and unexpectedly, insupportably out of fashion the next.  
In point of fact, reform practices typically lost steam and an enticingly deregulated 

financial support at exactly the same time.  Popular protocols argued as being able to produce 
magical results – well, once identified as being likely to attract less Big Money support?  Were 
inevitably pushed aside and forced to take a second, third, fourth or even fifth place behind 
suddenly novel, and drivingly urgent, bigger big-money-supported initiatives.

Producing, and then calculatedly guarding, the public perception that this never-ending 
need for the perpetual realignment of reformations inside a “broken” system existed, and then – 
even yet more imperatively?  

Building an I-take-mine-off-the-top access to the fleetingly available funding which had 
begun to swirl around your latest innovative proposal.*

Well: That was it.
There you had it.  
The true beating heart of a high-stakes testing accountability. 



Once you had grasped this as fact; once you had accepted this as truth – your conundrum 
was, simply, where to go.  

Which schools, which students, which buildings, which neighborhoods...
To compassionately, aggressively, and oh-so-lucratively, reform.

*Called into a meeting, I was introduced to a specialist who (as everyone in the room was now told) could inject 
sizable grant money into our school by working directly with “mainstreamed” special needs students.  However, as 
one Integrated Needs teacher and I were summarily informed, this unexpected money would now necessitate the 
collapsing of already existing classes: thirteen of her special needs children into my nineteen-student regular ninth 
grade class.  This older, highly experienced and very well-educated (making 20K more a year) Integrated Needs 
teacher would now sit passively in my classroom as an “aide.”  Completely without educator input, this decision had 
been made not because it would add an instructional comprehension (it would, in fact, introduce a debilitating 
disruption into an already existing stabilty) but simply because the money existed.  When, in outrage, the Integrated 
Needs teacher went directly to administration threatening an immediate departure, to my great relief the plan sort 
of...faded away. 


